UROP has recently interviewed two undergraduate researchers as part of their regular series. Carrie Chesbro is the new Associate Director of Post Award. She has been serving as the Interim AD since

Staffing Updates

innovators, both past and present, for their groundbreaking work in research, the patents our inventors have

“We’re proud to be a part of this organization, which will allow us to recognize and encourage the many UO

by AAU institutions that supports academic inventions and the societal impact of university research.

The University of Oregon celebrated the launch of the first

in order to encourage students from underrepresented groups to remain in STEM fields. For information on

RDS will host a workshop on May 24-25 training graduate students and postdocs who will mentor a SPUR

Mentorship and Inclusivity Workshop

You are receiving this email because you are an active faculty member, currently enrolled graduate student,

work with us to share your research, email

and interesting questions. You can follow along at

New Research Instagram Account

"One of the main talking points when I went to talk with my representatives was to give examples as to why

Community Relations

largely by the Vice President for Research and Innovation with additional support from

2018

Undergraduate Student Advocates for Research Funding

During the month of April 2018, faculty and staff at the University of Oregon received 25 new awards totaling more than $2.8 million in support of research activities.

April 2018 Monthly Award Reports

Continue reading

Office of the Vice President for Research and Innovation (OVPRI)
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